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“4GUNE” - the Basque University Cluster for Engineering, Science and
Technology

In an increasingly globalized scenario, more and more public, private and social actors

face the need to implement collaborative policies and actions aimed at deploying

smart specialization strategies, and the generation and transfer of value in the field of

science, technology, and innovation to society.

This challenge constitutes a basic requirement for achieving viable and sustainable

models of social and economic development in European regions such as the Basque

Country. Facing this challenge, universities play an absolutely important social role.

In the production of this social and economic impact, to the two classic missions of the

University (Research and Teaching), a third one is typically added since the second half

of the 20th century: Transfer and Valorisation of Knowledge.

In the case of Spain, which is the eleventh world power in scientific production, its

contribution to international patents is around 1%, a situation that can be extrapolated

to our closest reality: the Basque Country.

This is why the 4GUNE cluster was created as one of the key initiatives within the Basque

University–Industry Strategy to address the problem of the transfer and application of the

knowledge generated in universities towards the business production areas.

Background and Objectives
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Promoted by the Basque Government's Ministry of Education through its Basque

University–Business Strategy, 4GUNE, the Basque University Cluster for Engineering,

Science and Technology, began its work in July 2017 comprising eleven university

centres (Faculties and Schools) from the four different universities operating in the

Basque Country, the Basque Business Confederation (CONFEBASK), the Basque Agency

for Innovation (Innobasque), the Basque Agency for Competitiveness (SPRI), and the

Automotive Intelligent Center (AIC).

From 2019 on, the University of Bordeaux, through its VIAINNO Platform, is also engaged

in some programs carried out in the context of 4GUNE, namely in activities dealing with

technological intelligence.

Therefore, 4GUNE configurates a rich and diverse ecosystem of innovation in the Basque

– Nouvelle Aquitaine Euro-region. Euskampus Fundazioa (Euskampus) is the entity

commissioned by the Basque Government for the operational coordination of 4GUNE,

facilitating the correct understanding of university centres with the rest of the main

stakeholders: society, public administration and business fabric. 4GUNE helps to provide

a structural response from the Basque University System to the Regional Innovation

Strategy for Smart Specialisation (RIS3) with the double objective of:

1. Helping strengthen university-business cooperation in the Basque Country as part of

the new global stage, under the Industry 4.0 paradigm, and

2. Maximize the impact of Basque universities to the development of the Basque Smart

Specialization Strategy.

Based on inter-university cooperation, 4GUNE contributes towards achieving five

goals, all of which are interrelated:

• Improve the competitiveness and leadership of the Basque Country,

incorporating companies in the definition, design and execution of part of

the university training offer;

• Promote and implement collaboration models and co-creation mechanisms

between various public and private groups;

• Strengthen entrepreneurship and learning by connecting business challenges

with existing talent at the four universities;

• Promote the positioning and internationalization of the Basque Country in the

priority areas of the Basque RIS3;

• Generate and attract talent and improve employability by training highly

versatile professionals. With the intention of developing this project in a

scalable and sustainable path, 4GUNE has started its journey focusing firstly

on the field of Industry 4.0 Advanced Manufacturing, but it has a cross-

disciplinary and cross-sectoral approach.

©Lexus

“4GUNE” - the Basque University Cluster for Engineering, Science and
Technology
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Strategy and Activities Undertaken

“4GUNE” - the Basque University Cluster for Engineering, Science and
Technology

4GUNE has established itself in a very short time as a benchmark practice of high-impact

public-private cooperation. We can highlight a series of differential values:

1. 4GUNE is made by the Centers (Faculties and Schools). This means that the level of

dialogue is not that of the University as a super entity, but that of Schools and

Faculties. This gives us the ability to face challenges in an agile way.

2. 4GUNE works with a systemic approach. 4GUNE makes a large part of the Faculties

and Schools of the Basque public and private universities work together and

develop collaborative projects for a greater transfer of knowledge to society and

companies.

3. The proposals are based on co-creation. The differential aspect of the initiative is

found in the promotion and consolidation of collaborative dynamics between

companies and universities in the territory.

4. Cross-border. Although it is a structure anchored locally, 4GUNE tries to respond to

global challenges and this is why it connects with other international agents. Inspired

by these core values, 4GUNE cluster carries out the following main activities:

1. Mapping the training, research, transfer and equipment capacities of the

4GUNE member university centres. This map reflects the detailed reality of the

Basque University System in relation to Industry 4.0. This was the first step to

promote a greater transfer of the value generated from the University to the

productive sphere in the country from the creation and strengthening of

strategic alliances between universities, companies and other social agents.

The operation of the map allows to see the university offer in Industry 4.0 in

terms of Demand instead of University offer, specifically according to the

Basque Intelligent Industry Strategy.

2. Business+University program. The objective of this program is to bring the

University closer to the Companies, promoting practical collaboration

between the two through business challenges aimed at activating university

capacities, promoting the participation of university students and university

teachers. Through this program, our universities work with the Automotive

Intelligence Center, the Energy Cluster and the Advance Manufacturing

Cluster.

3. Executive Training Program in Industry 4.0. In collaboration with the Basque

Industry 4.0 Steering Group, we are launching a training program tailored to

the demand of Basque companies in terms of Specialization 4.0 for CEOs and

top managers. Several centres from all the universities in the Region are co-

creating this executive training program.
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4. Cross-Border Laboratory of Technological Intelligence. The main objective is to

acquire technological intelligence competences so that 4GUNE members can carry

out a prospecting and technological surveillance activity to detect trends,

opportunities and niches of technological development for the different areas of the

Basque RIS3. This initiative takes place in cooperation with the VIAinno platform of

the University of Bordeaux.

Costs & Funding

The costs correspond mainly to carrying out the following activities:

• Cost linked to the engagement of the Universities to the Cluster: dedication of

university staff such as deans, directors, professors, researchers, and technicians. This

chapter is very dependent on the deployment of the different activities involving

universities’ staff.

• Cost of Euskampus as the commissioned entity: time dedicated by Euskampus staff

plus typical running costs.

• Execution costs related to the covered operational programs and the described

activities: The total cost of all those different chapters accounts for about 300.000

euros in 2020, financed in the following terms:

o Direct funding by the Basque Government: 37% of the budget (from the

Basque Ministry of Education).

o In-kind funding by University Centers: 17% of the budget.

o Direct funding by Companies: 46% of the budget.

©Lexus

“4GUNE” - the Basque University Cluster for Engineering, Science and
Technology
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The main impacts of 4GUNE can be summarized as follows:

• A better interconnection of Universities among their departments, schools and

faculties, technology centres and with business Clusters: new relational models are

promoted overcoming the client-provider approach, adopting co-creation

methodologies, and engaging students from early stages.

• A joint approach of the four regional universities in their relationship with leading

companies in the key Basque industrial sectors. Interesting to highlight is the

coexistence of the logics of cooperation and competition between universities that is

overcome, again, by co-creation leading to co-leadership.

• Transformations of the Basque industry: made-to-measure and flexible university

training programs for different professional profiles (managers, technicians, directors

and executives) are allowing the transition and adaptation of the Basque industry to

the industry 4.0 paradigm.

• Leveraging the transfer of university capacities in coordination with vocational

training.

• Contributing to the generation of a modern and internationally competitive industrial

activity that also results in creating new professional profiles and new jobs.

• Favouring the positioning of the Basque Country as a region in which different interest

groups and agents cooperate to improve the wellbeing of its inhabitants from the

momentum of Industry 4.0.

• Extending the Basque ecosystem of innovation to the larger perimeter of the Basque –

Nouvelle Aquitaine Euro-region. The Cluster is fully integrated into the Basque Science,

Technology and Innovation Network. The universities that make up this Network and

the results obtained in the Cluster directly impact the Regional Innovation System.

Outcomes and Impact

“4GUNE” - the Basque University Cluster for Engineering, Science and
Technology

©
Euskam

pus
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Organized into the four large activities described before, during the first four years many

outcomes came out of Cluster 4Gune.

1. The map of training, research, transfer and equipment capacities of the 4GUNE

member university centres benefits different agents:

• For students, it is a tool to quickly analyse the training offer of the four

universities of the Basque University System.

• For companies, it is a useful tool for the identification of the training offer, the

research groups, facilities and equipment in Industry 4.0.

• For University Centres, it is a tool that serves as a showcase to give visibility to

their capabilities. The Map is the gateway to other projects in collaboration

with the cluster. The map is available* at: 4gune.eus. It includes:

o 275 university capacities with potential to add value in the 50

categories of Industry 4.0: 52% training, 42% researchers, 3% transfer,

and 4% equipment

o 11 University Centres of Science, Technology and Engineering involved

2. Business+University program. In addition to 4GUNE university centres, more than 22

companies are behind the challenges, more than 500 students have been engaged

and more than 20 challenges have been solved across 26 different projects.

*It is only available in Spanish. In a forthcoming update it will be also in English and Basque.

3. Cross-Border Laboratory of Technological Intelligence. During 2019 and 2020,

researchers and deans from 4GUNE faculties and schools have been trained for

acquiring competences in technological intelligence covering three major fields:

analysis of patent bases, analysis of scientific production bases, and analysis of

international connections and collaborations. The Cross-Border Laboratory of

Technological Intelligence is planning to carry out technological intelligence studies for

the different priority areas of the Basque RIS3, at the request of the different Steering

Groups, along 2021.

4. Executive Training Program in Industry 4.0.

• The creation of an executive program made up of all Basque universities

working together.

• It is a program created from the business demand, not from the university

offer.

©Lexus

“4GUNE” - the Basque University Cluster for Engineering, Science and
Technology

©University of Bordeaux
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What were the primary challenges encountered? How did you overcome these? What

were the main factors leading to the success of the case? The main challenges in the

implementation of 4GUNE and its process are:

• Provision of access for the business fabric to Basque University System knowledge

and capacities;

• In a context of a coexistence of the logic of cooperation and competition between

universities, boosting a joint approach of the four regional universities in their

relationship with leading companies in the industrial sectors;

• Promotion and realization of a systemic approach;

• Make co-creation work;

• Favouring the positioning of the Basque Country as a region in which different

interest groups and stakeholders cooperate to improve the well-being of its

inhabitants from the momentum of the Industry 4.0. RRI approach;

• Within the framework of dual education, the contribution to the incorporation in the

offer of the four regional universities, and the training of students based on the

resolution of challenges posed by companies.

Regarding the success factors:

• Involvement of the universities and centres that make up the Cluster in the whole

cycle of the planned initiatives and projects. Co-creation at all levels: governance

and operations;

• Systematization of designed and applied processes and methodologies in each of

the activities;

• Connection with the relevant stakeholders of the Basque Science, Technology and

Innovation Network and continued coordination with the Basque Industry 4.0

Steering Group within the framework of the Basque Country smart specialization

strategy;

• Political leadership and institutional support from the Basque Government and the

contribution of an overall vision of the Basque University System. The creation of a

Cluster of universities that will promote collaboration among them to give answers to

current global challenges may be interesting and valuable to any other European

region, whether in the field of Industry 4.0 or others such as health, demographic

ageing, sustainability, etc. Of course, such an initiative is very context-dependent,

but the lessons learnt (both in terms of challenges, difficulties, barriers and success

factors) can shed light to the path to follow in other regions across Europe or world-

wide. The exhibited activities, projects and initiatives may be replicated and

transferred to other regions as well, provided that they are adapted to the

characteristics and specificities of each case.

Lessons Learned

“4GUNE” - the Basque University Cluster for Engineering, Science and
Technology
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Applying Open Innovation to Plug in University Research and Education 
to Actual Pharma Research Pipeline

The research environment of an industrial/pharmaceutical setting differs significantly

from those that are more academic in nature. Academic labs, while admittedly pushing

scientific boundaries are often constrained financially, are required to balance scientific

exploration with the demands for student training, and often lack critical resources or

access to assays. Academic labs also trend to the side of the spectrum of pure scientific

research versus application. In comparison, industrial or pharmaceutical labs tend to be

much more resource-rich and place an emphasis on application of their advances

toward product development. The gap between these two contrasting scientific

viewpoints often limits the potential for the effective translation of academic research

into therapeutic opportunities. The primary objective of this program was to bridge this

gap by providing a disease-relevant, robust, and open pharmaceutical research

platform that would be easily accessible by academic researchers. The open platform

was designed with the goal of providing solutions to both the issue of

academic/industrial translational research as well as offer additional support and

resources to the academic programs. The translational issues would be solved by

providing academicians with valuable resources, which are beyond the reach of most

labs, in the form of specialized assays, in silico modelling, and AI algorithms. Additionally,

the results from such resources would be immediately relevant to both the academic

partner as well as therapeutically relevant to the industrial partner.

Background and Objectives
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A secondary objective of the program was to provide a means to train new scientists in

the academic pipeline to the methodologies of the pharmaceutical sector. Exposure of

the principal academic and their students to industrial protocols, practices and

capability would broaden the scope of their education and lead to a better

understanding of the drug development process. Concurrently, a tertiary objective of

increasing global research collaboration was also made possible through the

identification of overlapping research interests from the participating academic labs.

Overall, the program functions by providing a unique open science path to foster an

academic/industrial translational partnership in drug discovery. The industrial partner

discloses drug targets of interest and provides relevant assays, while the academic

partner provides chemical structures through their own design and synthesis of novel

research molecules. The industrial partner uses their own resources for the biological

testing of the academic molecules, followed by joint sharing of data and knowledge.

The model has now been well established globally for a two-year period and has

demonstrated success in meeting the project’s objectives.

©Lexus

Applying Open Innovation to Plug in University Research and Education 
to Actual Pharma Research Pipeline
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The strategy for involving academic partners was to leverage the capabilities of LEO

Pharma’s Open Innovation platform, which was designed to provide external partners

access to research models and in vitro assays for inflammatory diseases. Universities were

first recruited through social media advertising such as Twitter or LinkedIn. Following

enrolment, they were subsequently provided insights into LEO Pharma’s disease-relevant

drug targets, along with known active molecules, as starting points for the development

of new projects involving de novo design and synthesis. This approach was unique in the

fact that, in addition to providing the platform, LEO Pharma also provided information

normally classified as confidential or proprietary. Either the Universities then designed a

new course, or updated existing ones, to combine this information with academic

expertise in medicinal chemistry focused drug design. The modified curriculum thereby

introduced students to industry-relevant research and gave them the opportunity to

design and synthesize novel molecules in the university laboratories. Upon successful

completion, these molecules were subsequently shipped to LEO Pharma’s open

innovation research facilities and tested for biological activity at no cost. Within the

academic program, the results were communicated to not only the individual

academic partner, but also to all involved in the collaborative project. This reporting

practice thereby provided new knowledge to the entire collaborative team on the

structure-activity-relationships of the molecules and their drug targets.

Strategy and Activities Undertaken
This practice was also designed to mirror the operation of industrial drug discovery

projects, further reinforcing the training of new scientists in collaborative data

sharing as part of pharmaceutical drug research. It is also important to stress that this

kind of collaborative program necessitated unconventional contractual terms,

which included:

Applying Open Innovation to Plug in University Research and Education 
to Actual Pharma Research Pipeline

• Industry know-how, interests, and resources being disclosed;

• Intellectual property rights being waived by the industry partner;

• Absence of traditional business terms;

• Universities’ acceptance of working in close collaboration with an industrial

partner as part of their curriculum; and

• All data being shared within the program and among partners.
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Currently, this open innovation program, focusing on bridging the gap between industry

and academic research, has been established and now includes four universities: 1.

Danish Technical University in Denmark, 2. University of Victoria in British Columbia in

Canada, 3. Lund University in Sweden, and 4. School of Pharmacy-Worcester/

Manchester, MCPHS University in the United States. Students participating in drug design

education at these universities have produced more than 50 molecules, all of which

have been tested and reported as part of LEO Pharma’s Open Innovation program.

Laboratory electives that include relevant, translatable research are highly sought after

and are filled to capacity. (As an example at MCPHS University, one of the laboratory

electives in the program filled to capacity within minutes of enrolment opening and had

a waiting list that exceeded double the capacity). Additionally, students that have

participated in a relevant research experience such as the LEO Pharma program,

especially those that also publish or present their research, end up being more

competitive on the job market. Historically, at MCPHS University, it has been found that

students with laboratory research are highly likely to obtain competitive post-graduate

residencies and fellowships at pharmaceutical companies. It is still too early to gauge

the further impact of the LEO program at MCPHS, but anecdotally the signs are highly

positive for the students.

Outcomes and Impact

Applying Open Innovation to Plug in University Research and Education 
to Actual Pharma Research Pipeline

©MCPHS University
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This kind of industry-university collaboration only works with a radical change of the

terms of engagement by the industry in combination with an adaptable mindset and

flexible, hands-on implementation by the university. Critical aspects include:

• Broadening of intellectual property rights;

• Contribution to academic research with actual resources; and

• Open disclosure of relevant science and information.

These aspects fall outside of the traditional framework of pharmaceutical industry

collaborations and require a change in mindset. The LEO Pharma Open Innovation

model program was used as a foundational element and then modified to fit with most

universities’ curriculum. This included the industrial partner (LEO Pharma) disclosing drug

targets of interest, identifying relevant chemistry to be used as starting points, and

additionally providing free access to the research models without the normal business

obligations or agreements. In turn, the academic institutions agree to disclose novel

molecules and test result data to other participants. This new paradigm was made

possible by shifting the main focus to providing an educational system with business

interests being relegated to a secondary concern. Ultimately, the IPR of the novel

molecules resides with the university, but the open nature of the program has

stimulated research into therapeutically relevant space that would not have occurred

otherwise. The feedback so far has been encouraging and all parties have benefited.

Students have gained access to industry-relevant projects and research, universities

get to raise their profile and value of the educational programs and the industry

partner establishes new concrete research connections to valuable external scientific

partners, as well as helps guide the training of future scientists.

Lessons Learned

Applying Open Innovation to Plug in University Research and Education 
to Actual Pharma Research Pipeline

©LEO Pharma
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The year 2000 marked the launch of WiSys, a newly created technology transfer unit with

an innovative focus on undergraduate students, as the University of Wisconsin System

recognized the need for a foundation to support the innovation and technology transfer

needs of its campus network serving 100,000+ students outside of UW-Madison. With this

goal in mind, UW System collaborated with the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation

(WARF) to launch WiSys as a subsidiary of WARF. In 2013, WARF spun out WiSys as an

independent foundation. By focusing on students, WiSys is facilitating cutting-edge

research programs, developing and commercializing discoveries and fostering a spirit of

innovative and entrepreneurial thinking at the UW System’s regional universities.

Although WiSys is only just two decades old, the idea for its genesis stems from a

philosophy developed at the University of Wisconsin more than a century ago. The

Wisconsin Idea — the principle that education should influence people’s lives beyond

the boundaries of the classroom — is one of the longest and deepest traditions

surrounding the UW System. The concept was first articulated by University of Wisconsin

President Charles Van Hise in 1904, when he said, “I shall never be content until the

beneficent influence of the University reaches every family of the state.” In one of many

ways, the philosophy of the Wisconsin Idea went on to better the state and the world.

The Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF) was founded in 1925 by innovative

alumni as a way to advance the discoveries made at UW-Madison, now the flagship

research institution of the UW System.

Background and Objectives

Building the Talent Pipeline by Nurturing Discovery and Enhancing the 
Undergraduate Experience
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Today, the UW System is one of the largest public education systems in the world,

encompassing 13 universities across 26 campuses throughout the state of Wisconsin.

WiSys provides a shared service of research, innovation, and entrepreneurship support

for the 11 regional comprehensive and primarily undergraduate UW System universities:

UW-Eau Claire, UW-Green Bay, UW-La Crosse, UW Oshkosh, UW-Parkside, UW-Platteville,

UW-River Falls, UW-Stevens Point, UW-Stout, UW-Superior, and UW-Whitewater. Traditional

university research and intellectual property development has been focused on

supporting innovative faculty, working to commercialize their inventions and discoveries.

For WiSys and the University of Wisconsin regional universities, inspiring and engaging

undergraduate students in research, innovation and entrepreneurship is a primary focus

resulting not only in commercialization of inventions but also the transfer and

development of human potential from the university to industry. Students are a primary,

not just a secondary, constituent. It is a big reason WiSys, and the group of 11 universities

it serves, ranked second in innovation impact productivity among smaller research

institutions in a major report on the innovation impact of U.S. universities.

©Lexus

UW System Colleges
Image Credit: UW System

Building the Talent Pipeline by Nurturing Discovery and Enhancing the 
Undergraduate Experience
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In order to engage students and allow them to power the innovation engine, WiSys uses

three effective strategies:

1) Offering programming that encourages innovation skill-building.

WiSys organizes student competitions on each of the campuses it serves to inspire

students to be innovation leaders. Programs like the WiSys Quick Pitch competition

encourage undergraduate researchers to consider the importance of their work and to

learn how to communicate it in non-technical terms to a broad audience. Other

themed events (based on campus focus areas) such as WiSys Innovation in Aging,

Innovation in Sustainability and the WiSys Prototype Hackathon encourage students to

tackle real-world problems and to create innovative solutions. The competition and its

prizes for winners entice students to participate. And because all WiSys student

competitions include mentoring and training, students learn how to innovate and test

out new innovation skills.

2) Tying support for faculty research projects to student involvement.

WiSys offers and administers a number of grant programs for faculty research projects —

including funding that sparks the kernel of an idea to funding that launches an invention

into the marketplace. During the review and award process, projects that will involve

students and pay for student research internships and positions score higher than those

that do not. In addition to developing faculty ideas, WiSys grant programs also foster the

development of the next generation of researchers and innovators.

3) Employing innovative students with intellectual property internships.

WiSys makes it a strategic priority to hire 15-20 students each year through its

Ambassador Program to enhance the vital connection between WiSys and the research

community on UW System campuses. WiSys Ambassadors, who are students interested in

research, innovation and/or entrepreneurship, receive training in intellectual property as

well as the technology transfer process. Additionally, they learn how to access resources

offered by WiSys and other campus organizations designed to support technology

development and entrepreneurial activity. WiSys Ambassadors receive a stipend for their

work and participate in a variety of meetings and events on campus and encourage

faculty, staff and students to think about innovation and connect to WiSys for support.

Strategy and Activities Undertaken

Building the Talent Pipeline by Nurturing Discovery and Enhancing the 
Undergraduate Experience

“Eureka isn’t a moment,
it’s a process”®
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These strategies have had a positive impact, including:

• Each year, hundreds of student researchers, innovators, entrepreneurs and leaders

across the 11 UW System regional campuses receive intellectual property and

innovation skills training by participating in WiSys innovation events, and the

participation rates continue to grow every year through promotion and as a result of

student peer and faculty recommendations.

• Many participants in WiSys events develop and grow their innovative ideas and

concepts for consideration well beyond the initial campus competitions. For example,

in 2019, Cassie Van Hoof, a Biological Sciences major and a pre-veterinary student at

the University of Wisconsin-Parkside, developed a novel spray to combat aggression

and anxiety in pets. Her research began as part of a WiSys event and eventually

developed into a successful and growing start-up business called Efoxen.

• Notably, one-third of inventions submitted to WiSys for intellectual property protection

and commercialization come from students. Overall, the rate of submissions continues

to increase, from an average rate of one or two per month five years ago to more

than one idea per week today. Importantly, the concepts brought forward represent

an increasingly wide range of scientific and artistic disciplines.

• Faculty innovators who include students in their research projects do great things. For

example, UW-Parkside’s Dr. Francis “Frannie” Mann’s work developing bioactive

natural products has shown exceptional promise. Mann has earned considerable

grant funding for her work, partly because she includes students in everything she

does. Mann has submitted several inventions to WiSys in the past few years, leading to

four patent applications, including an international filing.

• Almost 100 students have been employed by WiSys during the past five years through

the WiSys Ambassador Program, providing these students with excellent learning

opportunities and experiences to add to their resumes and building their skills for

graduate school or the workforce.

Outcomes and Impact
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Students are busy and often do not have a deep understanding of how WiSys can serve

them. Educating them to the organization’s offerings within their respective campus

settings can be a challenge. Successfully gaining the attention of students, who are busy

with their primary concern: education, and their secondary concerns such as sports and

other extracurriculars, takes continual diligence. The student audience for WiSys services

also completely refreshes every four years. WiSys has successfully addressed and

overcome these challenges by deepening relationships with their educators. While it

might seem counterintuitive, the best way for WiSys to reach students is by deepening

relationships with faculty. Faculty have significant influence on the programs, events and

services that students use. When WiSys builds deep and lasting relationships with faculty,

these faculty vouch for and recommend WiSys to their students.

Using the internship program (WiSys Ambassadors) as a focus group

Each year, WiSys has 15-20 student interns in its WiSys Ambassador program. While

employing students provides a number of direct benefits to the students and their

careers, it often helps WiSys in many important ways as well. Through its regular

interactions and conversations with students, WiSys is better able to calibrate its offerings

to students. Their timely and ongoing feedback makes WiSys student programs and

services more attractive to students because students have direct input in them.

Focusing on experience

When WiSys first started rolling out its student events, organizers focused on using prize

money as an incentive for participation. While the monetary awards certainly can drive

some interest, organizers determined that money was not seen by students as the top

motivator for participation. Through surveys and by listening to WiSys interns, it became

clear that a key motivational factor for participation was the educational experience

itself. Students more often than not cited a desire to become better at public speaking

and in refining their proficiencies related to understanding the nuances of innovation as

the most compelling reasons for participation.

Lessons Learned
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Design Education and the Profession: Bridging a Stubborn Gap

©Lexus

Objectives of the Gensler-University of Tennessee Collaborative Research Studio:

To bridge the gap between academia and industry professionals by creating a highly

collaborative environment––between students, faculty, and practitioners––in a university

design studio focused on creative solutions to 21st century urban design issues.

The idea of connecting a professional firm with a professional college seems obvious, but

architecture and design schools have too often distanced themselves from the

professional world creating a divide between theory and practice, between hypothetical

speculation about the future of architecture and design and the concrete reality of

future-forward, multidisciplinary practices.

To bridge the divide, our goal was to substantiate value by demonstrating the multiple

benefits that connecting with a world class industry partner brings to our students and

faculty as well as our college and university.

• The primary objective was to create a collaborative environment of students working

side by side in a way that directly translates into professional practice. According to

Jordan Goldstein, Gensler’s Global Director of Design, who co-directed the studio, the

notion that architecture is not a solo art drove the studio. Even against the backdrop

of a pandemic, this collaboration showed that the voices of many can make solutions

richer, more diverse, and more representative of the audience who design is trying to

serve.

• Several students in the studio are now the first graduating into a new reality driven by

demographic shifts, rapid urbanization, technology-driven disruption, climate change,

and global volatility.

• Through their collaborative work this semester, the students in the University of

Tennessee (UT) / Gensler research studio have a fuller appreciation of how to learn

from the past in order to design a more resilient tomorrow.

• Working with these students has shown me and my colleagues at Gensler that there is

a bright future ahead. These students and those of their generation will create the

places and spaces that will help keep us safe, respect our environment and ensure a

positive human experience for us all.

Background and Objectives

©Gensler
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Background:

Gensler, the world’s largest design firm, has long been a force that shapes the way we

think about and design cities. The idea of a research studio focused on multi-modal

transport for 21st century cities, between Gensler and the University of Tennessee’s

College of Architecture and Design began in spring 2019 and progressed to a formal

agreement for a studio sponsored by Gensler for spring 2020.

The studio would be jointly led by Jordan Goldstein, Gensler’s Global Director of Design

and Rana Abudayyeh, Assistant Professor of Interior Architecture and Robin Klehr Avia

Endowed Professor of Interior Architecture. The Idea of connecting our students and

faculty with professionals from world class practices is relatively new to the college and

challenged the status quo.

Prior to the Gensler research studio, the college had a history with Gensler through

relationships with high level partners and principals who were graduates of the University

of Tennessee. The relationship included internships, employment, mentorship, and crucial

financial support including a professorship established by Gensler partner Robin Klehr

Avia in 2018. The UT / Gensler relationship evolved into a discussions for a research studio

in 2019.

Prior to 2019, UT’s College of Architecture and Design had integrated high level

professional firms within the curriculum for six years, including a bi-annual visiting

professorship and a five-year partnership (2014-19) between multi-national architecture

firm, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and the University of

Tennessee.

©Lexus
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Strategy:

Demonstrate the value that collaboration with a global leader in the architecture and

design industry brings to an academic enterprise and the value that mentoring future

professionals brings to the industry.

Actions undertaken:

Collaborative research design projects, an in-person studio instruction and design review,

online dialogue and design critiques, an online final review, and a research publication.

With input from Gensler, four multidisciplinary student teams each comprised of two

Architecture and two Interior Architecture students were tasked to design a multimodal

transportation hub by repurposing an iconic building in each of four cities: New York, Miami,

Detroit, and Los Angeles.

Each combination (city and building type) offered distinct challenges and opportunities for

innovative design within the urban fabric and rich discussion between the students and

professionals. Collectively, the work produced in the studio could be viewed as proposals

for resilient future cities that actively respond to the pressing realities of climate change and

cater to shifting socio-economic parameters. As the team from Gensler, students and

faculty in the studio collaborated, a clear direction was formed: The crucial topic of climate

and the changing typology of space. This future-forward investigation would require a

robust exchange between the profession and academia and could not have been

thoroughly addresses by students without the collaboration from Gensler.

Strategy and Activities Undertaken

Design Education and the Profession: Bridging a Stubborn Gap
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With guidance from the studio's professional partners at Gensler, students were able to evolve

these conceptual studies into active spatial and performative strategies applied to specific

contextual parameters and climate conditions. The numerous moments of collaboration between

professional and student proved productive on many levels, allowing both parties to draw from

each other's strengths and design expertise via new models of communication and exchange.

As a shaping force of existing and future cities, Gensler leverages mobility through design to

create multimodal, vibrant streets and new connections that support growth and sustainability.

They brought this expertise to the students at UT. In the unique collaboration between Gensler and

UT, Gensler professionals also taught the students about resiliency in design, a term that Gensler

uses to recognize that design must continuously evolve, adapt to, and prepare for a changing

world. Throughout the semester, students interacted with designers from the firm to explore

multimodal thinking, climate sensitivity, and the transformative impact of adaptive reuse in the

urban environment. The partnership encouraged human-centric design sensibilities, cognizant

that human experience is ultimately at the centre of any design problem.

In the end, because of the guidance from professionals, students’ finished designs proposed not

only responses to the real needs and aspirations of tomorrow's world but also a fluid workflow that

is compatible with the changing nature of pedagogy and the design profession.

Funding:

Gensler: $100,000 (Includes $20,000 direct funding to the University of Tennessee College of

Architecture and Design for student scholarships and a publication documenting the studio +

$80,000 in-kind funding to support virtual and in-person meetings and design reviews with Gensler

partners principals, and designers.

©Lexus
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Outcome:

The four team-based studio projects (outlined above) demonstrate the power of

collaboration between academia and the profession that can expand a student’s

design capabilities, connect a professional firm with academia like never before and

begin to redefine “design education.”

“While these four projects speak volumes about the creativity and design acumen of

these students, I also think it demonstrates that we are witnessing a pivotal moment in

how we approach design education. This meaningful partnership between

practitioners and the University of Tennessee combined the academic rigor with real-

world conditions and gave the studio an opportunity to approach these projects with

both a sense of imagination and practicality.” Robin Avia, Principal, Gensler

Deliverables: Texts, drawings and models. Publication (266 pp.) Future Nostalgia Deeds,

Breeds, and Otherworldly Ruins (Access here)

Benefits to stakeholders:

STUDENTS:

• Created opportunities for students to creatively challenge disciplinary boundaries

while being guided by world class practitioners;

• Developed a competitive edge prior to transitioning to the professional world by:

o Experiencing a collaborative, team-based environment working side by side

with each other in a way that directly translates into professional practice;

o Receiving expert advice from leaders in the profession.

• Paved the way for internship and employment opportunities with a world-renowned

firm.

STUDENTS/FACULTY:

• Enhanced teaching, learning, and professional capacities through regular

interaction with global leaders in architecture and design;

• Exposure to the future of cities viewed through the lens of five dynamic forces driving

Gensler’s design strategies: Demographic shifts, rapid urbanization, technology-

driven disruption, climate change, global volatility.

COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY:

• Established a game-changing connection with an internationally renowned industry

partner;

• Demonstrated our student’s capacities to realize creative solutions to complex

contemporary design problems;

Outcomes and Impact

Design Education and the Profession: Bridging a Stubborn Gap
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• Realized financial support to document the results of the studio in a publication and

to provide scholarships for students;

• Contributed to the evolution and growth of our college by:

o Providing new ways to effectively communicate with partners (video

conferencing);

o Fostering collaborative relationships with a non-academic partner.

INDUSTRY PARTNER:

• Created an expanded network of university partners to reinforce the firm’s long-

standing commitment to design research;

• Promoted talent acquisition for the firm;

• Advanced Gensler’s brand through teaching, mentoring, and lecture opportunities.

SHORT-TERM IMPACTS:

• Fostered an immediate emphasis on dialogue, team building, and goal-sharing:

o Early meetings between students, faculty and our industry partner were

convened through video conferencing––a first for our design studios;

o By agreeing to work outside of our comfort zone (video conferencing) in

January we were better prepared for the pandemic and the mass departure

of students in March;

o International students could continue to collaborate remotely from Europe;

o Students had to give up naïve preconceptions about each other’s disciplines

and look instead for assets that would contribute to their success together;

o Team building flourished: The students knew that a positive result in the studio

was directly correlated to how fast they could coalesce as a team, how

quickly they could build on each other’s talent and skills, and how open they

were to unfamiliar ideas and unexpected outcomes.

• Advanced the brands of the University of Tennessee and Gensler:

o Created opportunities to present and exhibit the results of the research studio

at national and international venues.

LONG-TERM IMPACTS:

• Reinforced each partner’s long-standing commitment to design research and

multidisciplinary collaboration:

o Further developed an internal creative culture that welcomes the richness

and diversity of design expertise that a large multi-national firm brings to our

students and faculty;

o Encouraged collaboration across disciplinary boundaries (architecture /

interior architecture).

©Lexus
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1. CHALLENGE: Bridging the gap between design education and the architecture

and design profession. Collaborating with thought leaders driving change in

contemporary cities is essential to closing a critical gap between practice and

academia. Universities must connect with partners who can help make them more

relevant in contemporary society, and more valuable to the cities and citizens of

the 21st century. Preparing our students for the 21st century, means expanding our

teaching and research capacities in the direction of large-scale, multi-disciplinary

professional practices. We need to involve partners who live and practice in urban

environments, colleagues who regularly encounter the transformational forces

shaping global design, and professionals who take action in a context of

accelerating change. The primary factor for the success of the UT / Gensler

research studio was the relationship established between our college

administration, an exceptional teacher (Rana Abudayyeh) and a global thought

leader (Jordan Goldstein) who represents the deep expertise of a global firm.

2. CHALLENGE: Establishing a robust collaborative environment between a

multidisciplinary academic team and professional partner. At the outset of the

studio, the challenge was to form a productive dialogue with a non-academic

partner, establishing strong group dynamics within each of the four student teams,

and maintaining a productive dialogue after the emergence of the COVID

pandemic forced the students to leave campus at mid-semester. The challenge

was met by knowing the strengths of the team. Our professional partner, Jordan

Goldstein, Gensler’s Global Director of Design, had prior teaching experience at

two top universities enabling him to create an immediate bond with the students.

His calm demeanour and genuine interest in their development helped them

overcome the fear of working with a high level professional. From the UT side, we

engaged our most talented and collaborative faculty member, Rana Abudayyeh.

From the beginning, she established a trusted relationship with Gensler’s

professionals. The students selected for the studio had significant levels of design

skills and software expertise (Rhino, Grasshopper, Revit) prior to the beginning of the

studio. The most significant challenge was maintaining strong group dynamics as

we all had to move from offices and classrooms to completely online interactions.

Several factors helped the studio overcome this challenge.

• Our partners from Gensler had years of experience with multidisciplinary team

building facilitated by video conferencing.

• Advancement in video conferencing platforms allowed the studio instructor to

troubleshoot problems by enabling control of the student’s desktop, allowing

seamless interactions through virtual desk critiques.

• Students had experience interacting across disciplines from the beginning of their

education and were motivated to step up their performance due to the fact that

they were working with a global design leader and potential future employer.

Lessons Learned
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3. CHALLENGE: Developing a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship As

universities re-evaluate their missions and budgets to realize their visions and

better define their role in society, a culture of innovation and

entrepreneurship has never been more important for higher education. To

evolve, grow, and demonstrate their value to society, universities need

substantial support from a broad spectrum of non-academic partners and a

willingness to invent, adapt, and change. For firms the challenge is to

continually share with future professionals lessons learned from design

research as well as their own experience developing and sustaining a culture

of innovation in the professional world.

The UT / Gensler research studio was a shining example of what a culture of

innovation and entrepreneurship can achieve. The professor welcomed change

and collaboration. The students learned new ways of working and thinking. The

college proved that such a unique, but highly overdue partnership can change

design education. And Gensler expanded its research enterprise while

influencing the industry.

©Lexus
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Fostering Industry - University Collaboration in Innovation Ecosystems

We live in a rapidly changing world. The pandemic showed us once more how crucial it

is to adapt to continuously transforming conditions. The resulting challenges and speed

of innovation that arise from new technologies and transforming circumstances lead to

complex challenges that call for collaborative solutions. According to a recent study,

“prioritizing innovation today is key to unlocking post-crisis growth” (Source: McKinsey,

2020, Innovation in a crisis: Why it is more critical than ever).

In the business context, ecosystems (or communities) are more or less a new

phenomenon and often mistakenly understood as something dealing with social media

or stakeholder management. It is, however, way more than that. An innovation

ecosystem is the actual fertile ground for individuals striving for purposeful innovation

and entrepreneurship.

Strategic partnerships, co-development between academia and industry, and the

development of start-up incubators are essential for generating the successful business

models of the future. To make this happen, innovation ecosystems need spaces and

networks where individuals, academia, institutions and companies can come together

and create opportunities for joint projects, joint start-ups or joint learning. Siemens’ aim is

to plant seeds in university-industry driven innovation ecosystems. The primary objective

of this strategy is to strengthen the innovation power of Siemens businesses and its

employees.

Siemens has been playing an active role in collaboration with academia since decades.

With its strategic university partners, Siemens has developed trustful partnerships over the

years by engaging in large, long-term joint R&D projects and by coordinating this

engagement with university-based and Siemens-sponsored Centers of Knowledge

Interchange (CKI). The current CKIs are located at Technische Universitaet Muenchen,

RWTH Aachen, Technische Universitaet Berlin, Friedrich-Alexander-Universitaet Erlangen-

Nuernberg (Germany), Technische Universitaet Graz (Austria), University of California

Berkeley, Georgia Institute of Technology (USA) and Tsinghua University (China). The new

scope is enlarged to proactively engage with all players in the local innovation

ecosystems, including research institutes (like Fraunhofer Gesellschaft), incubation start-

up programs, PhD programs, entrepreneurial students' projects, hackathons,

international alliances, etc. The goal is a win-win situation for all players: the stronger the

local innovation ecosystem, the stronger the innovation power of each partner of the

ecosystem: students get brilliant educators, talents get great jobs, start-ups find

investment and can scale, industry innovates and academia flourishes with talents and

research.

Background and Objectives



Fostering Industry - University Collaboration in Innovation Ecosystems

To create and strengthen successful and fruitful innovation ecosystems, we focus with

our activities on 3 strategic areas, which evidently correlate: people, mindset and place.

1. It is not organizations or a specific type of company that are innovative. People are.

Multiple perspectives of a problem lead to multiple potential solutions.

Interdisciplinary teams and diverse individuals are of vital relevance if you search for

pioneers with a positive entrepreneurial mindset. To create a strong ecosystem for

digital innovation, you need digital talents, technical experts, entrepreneurs and

business thought leaders. In the innovation ecosystem, experts from academia and

industry meet business thought leaders from corporates, as well as entrepreneurial

start-up founders and digital university graduates.

2. An open innovation mindset is key to creating digital innovative solutions within an

open ecosystem. All researchers know that innovation is a road which you take

without knowing the exact outcome. Failure needs to be embraced as a possible

outcome, as an opportunity to grow. This growth mindset is key in fertile innovation

ecosystems when creating an environment of cross-fertilization at eye’s level

between academia, start-ups and corporates, where all sides benefit from each

other. To co-create in an expedient manner, there needs to be not only a trustful

environment of honest feedback but also mutual respect and appreciation.

3. Co-creation often goes together with co-location. A home for those individuals who

are creating the new in the innovation ecosystem works like a metaphorical

greenhouse. Start-up environments and co-working office spaces offer opportunities

for innovators to meet, start-ups to pitch and corporates to get inspired. It should be

a neutral and safe playground location for co-ideating and exploring new areas of

technology and digital business.

The activities undertaken to foster innovation ecosystems are mainly events with the aim

to make all players of the ecosystem meet and interact. Here are a few examples:

• Open events like hackathons or pitching nights, to make sure digital talents learn and

inspire others;

• Technology-based events, like conferences, PhD colloquiums, TechDays, and Student

TechTalks, with a focus on joint learning;

• Virtual start-up pitches, to support connections between corporates and start-up

founders;

• Innovation workshops in smaller groups to focus on creativity and specific markets.

The projects have been funded by Siemens Technology University Relations, often in

collaboration with other players of the respective innovation ecosystems.

Strategy and Activities Undertaken
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Fostering Industry - University Collaboration in Innovation Ecosystems

With regard of the outcome and impact of the Siemens engagement in local innovation

ecosystems, it is all about connecting the dots and collecting the results. Concrete

outcomes of the Siemens engagement in these local innovation ecosystems have been

manifold – here are some examples:

• Founding of joint research centres (for example the Werner-von-Siemens-Centre-for-

Industry-and-Science in Berlin. Aligned by the joint interest to develop research in

Additive Manufacturing in Berlin, Siemens founded the centre together with the

Technische Universitaet Berlin (TUB) and 30 other companies, research institutes and

start-ups - it coordinates large publicly funded research projects, as well as initiated

three new TUB professorships in the field of Additive Manufacturing, Production and

Design).

• Multilateral publicly funded projects (for example the EU funded project for overall 4.8

Million Euro, which was initiated by Siemens with TUB and the University of Oxford after

a trilateral R&D workshop organized by Siemens leveraging the Berlin-Oxford university

alliance).

• Business innovation projects (for example Siemens was able to share its technological

expertise at a TechDay organized by ZOLLHOF Tech Incubator in Nuremberg, where

corporate partners attend a full day deep dive on a technology at eye’s level. As a

result, Nuernberger Versicherung became a Siemens customer as it decided to opt

for a Building Twin solution of Siemens Smart Infrastructure).

Outcomes and Impact
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• Business projects with start-ups, mainly in the field of digital technology offerings (for

example the Edge computing collaboration between Siemens Digital Industry and

the start-up Objectbox which was the result of a mentoring program at the ZOLLHOF

Tech Incubator in Nuremberg).

• Virtual conferences on several topics with local and Siemens researchers and start-

ups of the ecosystem at partner universities.

• Proof of concepts with start-ups in several business units and integration of start-ups

into the internal and external software community.

• Supporting start-ups as well as local student teams with engineering software solutions

over the entire product lifecycle management to boost innovation und local

businesses.

• Hiring of digital talents (for example following a hackathon).

These are the first examples of results collected within the ecosystem. Further will arise in

the upcoming years by the inclusion of more local and global players into the

ecosystem as well as enlargement of the ongoing initiatives.

©Lexus
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Connecting different players to create a living ecosystem requires overcoming several

hurdles. The silo mentality, a mindset of stakeholders to not share information with others

in the same institution, is the first internal challenge. Therefore, we created a unified

vision and worked towards common goals. This was done by each player in the

innovation ecosystem. In that way, we also overcame the challenge to raise the

awareness that not each connection leads to business or bilateral research contracts.

Especially, the enlargement of activities with incubation start-up programs requires to

clearly communicate and to ingrain this awareness in the ecosystem.

As a leading technology provider, another primary challenge was to overcome the

“not-invented-here-syndrome”. Internal researchers needed to be motivated to

participate in the innovation ecosystem. A certain expertise and competence of each

stakeholder is required to motivate senior researchers.

Another issue was really to think out of the box to overcome the individual targets of

each stakeholder and achieve a broader win-win picture for all stakeholders. The

engagement of each stakeholder and opportunity to present results to the higher

management circles is key to overcoming that hurdle. Each project and initiative has

the chance to be mentioned and presented as best practice case in the ecosystem as

well as connected global ecosystems.

Outcomes and Impact
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The proximity to local stakeholder is in general a very important success factor in setting

up and engaging within the ecosystem. Due to the current situation, this challenge has

been shifted into the virtual world. Additional stakeholders were virtually onboarded and

integrated in this existing program. The pillars of the network and cooperation have

been in place in advance. Without this precondition, the digital integration wouldn’t be

executable in that way.

The main factors for success of the ecosystem are:

• Long-lasting stable partnerships;

• Trusted networks of technical experts;

• Clear expectation management;

• Direct and open communication;

• Account management/mediator role amongst the different players.

©Lexus
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Hive.mobility - a Case Study of Sustainable Regional Cooperation in 
Smart and Green Mobility
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In 2019, Hive.mobility was founded in the Northern Netherlands by regional partners as

the innovation centre of smart and green mobility. Almost right from the start, a living lab

project funded by the Dutch Topsector Logistics landed at Hive.mobility, giving it a spot

on the Dutch map. Already during the European Mobility Week 2020 Hive.mobility

ended third out of 900 initiatives for the most impressive initiative on Smart Mobility in

Europe. What is at the basis of this successful public-private cooperation and how was

the University of Groningen involved in all of this? We will share with you insights on the

strategy of the University of Groningen in building sustainable multi-stakeholder

partnerships for mission-driven research and innovation projects by connecting ideas

and relevant stakeholders. Key elements for cooperation in the knowledge co-creation

phase include bringing together researchers from different disciplines, supporting the

creation of innovation agendas and initiating, building connections between

researchers and external partners and facilitating grant proposals.

Hive.mobility, the innovation center for smart and green mobility, was launched in 2019

by the province of Groningen (the initiator of the center), the municipality of Groningen,

the university of Groningen, Hanze university of applied sciences and the vocational

education institute Noorderpoort in cooperation with nine private partners. The scope of

the center involves the efficient and sustainable movement of freight and people in

open and connected networks in urban areas and low-density regions, using innovative

digital technologies and solutions.

Background and Objectives
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Examples of questions to be studied are, How can future sustainable and efficient

mobility systems for freight and passenger transportation be designed for cities as well as

rural areas? What kind of policy measures are necessary for successful implementation

of those systems?

The North of the Netherlands provides an excellent field lab containing highly urbanised

parts, rural areas and islands as well as the presence of all different modes of

transportation. The aim of Hive.mobility is to further strengthen the position of the

northern region as a leader in the field of smart and green mobility, by combining a

multitude of disciplines, knowledge, expertise and initiatives of the various participating

organisations. Innovation agendas are at the basis of all activities connecting

fundamental research with applied, practical oriented innovation projects as well as

implementation trajectories.

As one of the founding partners, the University of Groningen has made a major

contribution in building this center by among other things connecting the research on

smart mobility at the University of Groningen (UG) to Hive.mobility and taking the lead in

a grant proposal trajectory at the Dutch Topsector Logistics. The team of Industry

Relations of the UG facilitated all related activities. An important first step was facilitating

the creation of a smart mobility innovation agenda at the UG including the shared

interdisciplinary mission of 40 researchers from 9 different faculties that was published in

Spring 2019. Based on this innovation agenda, contributions were made to the definition

of the innovation agendas of Hive.mobility. At the same time, the UG took the initiative

to write a grant proposal for a Dutch living lab on smart mobility and logistics with a

consortium of 21 regional partners. The team of Industry Relations facilitated the related

processes of, for example, connecting researchers as well as building the consortium of

external partners. Summer 2019 Hive.mobility was launched and the label of a Dutch

living lab was received.

©Lexus
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The design and implementation of smart and green mobility systems are high on the

Dutch and European innovation agendas. The Northern Netherlands provides a unique

field lab with cities, rural areas, islands as well as the presence of all different modes of

transportation for passengers as well as freight transportation. The mission to design smart

and green mobility systems has direct relations to research, education as well as

implementation projects. The region has a successful history in innovation mobility

projects related to, for example, autonomous transportation. To support the aim to share

knowledge, bring all those initiatives together and showcase them and start new

interdisciplinary projects, the province of Groningen took the initiative to build an

innovation centre. Together with the other founding partners, the city of Groningen, the

University of Groningen, Hanze University of Applied Sciences and Noorderpoort, and a

group of strategic partners, in 2019 Hive.mobility was founded. Both financial and in-kind

contributions were made by the founding and strategic partners. Since then, many new

projects were initiated by the partners and grant proposals are written with the aim to

secure funding for related future innovation projects.

The University of Groningen participated in all actions and activities undertaken in

creating this center. In parallel, actions were undertaken both within the university to

align the activities of Hive.mobility and the innovation agenda on smart mobility of the

university itself as well as in the Netherlands to ensure the recognition of the centre also

on a Dutch scale. Those activities all relate to the strategy and method for building

sustainable collaborations as performed by the University of Groningen.

Strategy and Activities Undertaken
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Hive.mobility and partners:

• The Innovation centre for smart and green mobility for passenger and freight

transportation;

• Increasing visibility of the North of the Netherlands as a unique spot for innovation

projects in the area of smart mobility;

• A joint regional innovation agenda for smart mobility with fundamental, applied,

practical innovation projects, pilots and implementation initiatives;

• Joint innovation projects linked to this agenda;

• Start-up support;

• Being recognised as one of the most impressive initiatives on Smart Mobility during the

European Mobility Week 2020;

• Hosting one of the eight Dutch Living labs of the Topsector Logistics;

• Joint learning communities for students of different disciplines and different

educational institutes in cooperation with regional partners;

• Creation of a network of experts in the field of smart mobility by realising

interdisciplinary connections between experts of different organisations.

Outcomes and Impact
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Some additional specific outcomes for the University of Groningen in 2019:

• The Innovation agenda Smart Mobility by 40 researchers of nine different faculties,

including the formulation of a shared aim on four themes, namely open and

connected networks, control concepts, organisation and business models, and smart

solutions;

• Extending connections between researchers of different faculties;

• Increased cooperation in education and in research projects between different

faculties;

• Becoming lead partner in the Living Lab of the Dutch Topsector Logistics: SMiLES

(Shared connectivity in Mobility and Logistics Enable Sustainability), with a total

project budget of three million euros in a five year period, a consortium of 21 partners

in the North of the Netherlands and involvement of 16 researchers throughout the

university. In the project, 16 new research positions were created for PhD candidates,

post-docs and junior researchers.

Long term impact aimed for the region:

• Hive.mobility is committed to strengthening the northern region of the Netherlands as

a frontrunner in smart and green mobility and logistics;

• Life long development programs for the sector including, for example, the training for

maintenance of electrical or hydrogen vehicles;

• Supporting the cross-overs between mobility and other sectors such as energy and IT,

which are important for the Northern region;

• Further introduction of sustainable mobility concepts to contribute to the well-being of

people living in the area (among others from an environmental and accessibility

perspective).

©Lexus
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A challenge in this project was the short period (Fall 2018 - Summer 2019) in which all

activities were undertaken related to Hive.mobility, the innovation agenda of the

University of Groningen on smart mobility as well as the grant proposal for a living lab in

the Dutch Topsector Logistics. Within a year, Hive.mobility was grown from a seed to a

plant that could be shown. During that time, all partners learned about each other's

activities and ambitions, the support needed was acquired, funding was realised, shared

ambitions and missions were formulated and project-content was shaped. Within a

period of only six weeks in Winter 2018-2019, the activities to file a grant proposal, build a

consortium with 20 external partners and secure co-funding for the living lab proposal in

the Dutch Topsector Logistics took place. Due to the enthusiasm and energy of the team

of people involved of all the founding partners as well as the researchers involved this

could be done.

One of the key success factors for the UG activities in this context was the presence of a

team placed at a central level (team of Industry Relations), that could dedicate a lot of

time on the different processes involved and facilitate and represent the interests of all

involved researchers from nine different faculties in this. As one of the researchers

mentioned in the 2019 year report of Industry Relations: “Without Industry Relations we

would not have started this”.

Important for this team was to find the right balance in involving the researchers to align

their interests with the program of Hive.mobility and at the same time to save them time

by performing the various processes needed for them. To do so, it was important to be

transparent in each step of the process by having the right communication. In-depth

interviews were conducted with researchers involved, multiple round table sessions were

organised to validate outcomes and several stakeholder sessions with external partners

were initiated.

Lessons Learned
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The Illawarra Innovation Quest, run by the University of Wollongong, Australia, is an

innovative approach to industry research engagement. It is a call for ideas to the

business community to build solutions and accelerate the commercialisation of research

products to address the impacts of COVID-19. The Illawarra Innovation Quest is part of

NSW Government's COVID-19 recovery plan. The Innovation District’s Challenges are

designed to accelerate the commercialisation of research products that enable

businesses to address the impact of COVID-19. For each challenge, eligible applicants

can share in over $1.5m in grants and gain visibility in the market by joining the quest.

The three challenge themes align with the NSW Government Policy areas: Respond,

Recover, and Reform. After the success of the first Health and Wellbeing Illawarra

Innovation Quest in 2020, in February 2021, the team launched the second Economic

Resilience Illawarra Innovation Quest. For Challenge Two, the University team is looking

for solutions that build economic resilience for Illawarra businesses to recover from the

impacts of COVID-19 in three priority categories:

1. Illawarra Industry Rebound

2. Supply Chain Resilience

3. Future-proofing Operations

Background and Objectives

Illawarra Innovation Quest Powered by the University of Wollongong 
Australia
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The University of Wollongong Innovation and Commercial Research team designed a

digital marketing, PR and pitch event campaign to select the three best applicants from

the University of Wollongong's Innovation District. Following an EOI process, five finalists

took part in the Illawarra Innovation Quest finals, presenting their innovative solutions to

health and wellbeing problems in communities affected by COVID-19. Three firms were

then selected to take part in the state finals. The finalists were chosen by a team of

experts based on their solution's innovativeness to address the health and wellbeing

challenges and their capability to deliver the solutions presented to the panel.

Strategy and Activities Undertaken

Website

Challenge one highlight video

Illawarra Innovation Quest Powered by the University of Wollongong 
Australia
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The project had very tight timeframes and requirements. Still, despite this, we had 15

companies submit a video pitch and EOI with some really exciting and innovative health

and wellbeing solutions for the impacts of COVID. Reduced University budget and

COVID had an impact on our engagement level with the industry. The Illawarra

Innovation Quest was featured on all local media outlets and has led to a significant

increase in subscribers to our database. we have also had applicants convert into

collaborative research partnerships with our researchers. Challenge two has recently

been launched. Detailed outcome metrics will be reported in the coming months. The

outcome of challenge one is summarised in this video.

Outcomes and Impact

1. Implementing a state-wide program in the Illawarra region of NSW: When tasked

with running the NSW Government Innovation District Challenge last year at the

University of Wollongong, we realised that the program design and communications

were unlikely to resonate with regional companies in our Innovation District. The

program objective was to find small and medium-sized businesses in our region that

have R&D solutions to the health and wellbeing challenges of COVID-19. We were

concerned that if we rolled out the program in its current form, we couldn't deliver

what we promised to the NSW Government. It would also be a missed opportunity in

terms of engaging with businesses in our region and uncovering health and

wellbeing ideas that would benefit from the program's support. The team

workshopped and codesigned the regional version of the innovation. We renamed

the program the Illawarra Innovation Quest and localised the challenge statement.

We also developed some clear and concise content to engage with the right

industry partners and help them through the application journey, which was

complicated.

2. Online pitch event: COVID restriction meant that we were unable to hold an in-

person pitch event. We overcame this by running an online pitch event. With nine

presenter locations, not all sites had seamless communication technology. However,

we achieved great engagement and collaboration between the companies

pitching at the event (see video). The project is still ongoing, and lessons are still

being learning and addressed.

Lessons Learned
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Glasgow City Innovation Centre (GCID) is Scotland’s first innovation district. Building on

Scotland’s rich heritage of scientific excellence and ingenuity, GCID is a hub for

entrepreneurship, innovation and collaboration. The District is the result of a successful

partnership between Glasgow City Council, the University of Strathclyde, Scottish

Enterprise, Glasgow Chamber of Commerce and Entrepreneurial Scotland and brings

together ambitious, forward thinking people focused on driving inclusive economic

growth as well as tackling societal and global challenges. Located in the heart of

Glasgow City, the District combines world-class skills and talent base, a vibrant city

atmosphere and a community of companies, researchers and organisations dedicated

to supporting and encouraging innovation. The University of Strathclyde with its TIC zone

(grown out from its first Technology & Innovation Centre) is the anchor institution within

the District creating a city centre location for world-leading innovation and research,

attracting new R&D co-location investments from the public & private sectors, and

strengthening Glasgow and Strathclyde’s position as a place for nurturing new start-ups

and established businesses that generate wealth for Glasgow as well as the wider

Scottish economy. With around 7000 new businesses starting up in the Glasgow city

region every year, GCID is a thriving and entrepreneurial ecosystem. Already attracting

significant investment in its business, culture and leisure infrastructure, GCID’s ecosystem

offers a place to live, work and study. The area is further being transformed through UK

Government City Deal funding which will see development of new transport initiatives,

rental homes, hotels, commercial space and public realm. The District boasts well

established businesses, education and cultural communities and assets alongside an

existing concentration of innovating organisations and companies working to develop

new technologies and designs whilst showcasing creative talent. And with a growing

innovation community plus technology and creative strengths, more and more

businesses have chosen to locate in the Glasgow City Innovation District.

Background and Objectives

Innovation Districts – The Catalyst for Inclusive Entrepreneurship
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Placemaking and ensuring that we are creating the right ecosystem to allow us to

nurture, develop and grow is key to the success of the District. Generating an exciting

programme of events based around GCID economic and social engagement,

community building and entrepreneurship as well as engaging local champions, is

assisting to grow interest as well as participation in the District. Other work undertaken

focused on providing the community with an insight into what is happening in the area,

success stories, awards won, start-ups and spin-outs generated etc. This all helps to

promote and encourage others to want to be a part of the success. The Innovation

District Model is increasingly viewed around the world as an effective way of

developing new ideas, technologies and business practices. Bursting with energy, and

with a long history steeped in innovation, GCID is perfectly placed to harness its existing

credentials and fully grow this model. Proximity to the university means companies have

benefited from access to talented, highly skilled workforce as well as close links to the

university’s dedicated team for industry-academic collaboration. Driving this

development is a strategy structured to making the District the place for innovative

companies and organisations to nurture and accelerate inclusive growth, improve

productivity and develop world-class talent, research and technology within a vibrant

innovative environment.

This strategy is delivered across five themes:

• Stakeholder Engagement: Focused on proactive engagement with stakeholders to

articulate the benefits and relevance to industry, business and government.

• Property & Planning: Ensuring the district has a range of property options to meet

current and future needs and placing the importance of property for economic

recovery for the city.

• Entrepreneurial Community Development: Growing the entrepreneurial community

by nurturing an ecosystem that supports entrepreneurs, attracts/retains innovators,

talent, investors and investment.

• Sustainability: Ensuring the District is climate neutral and socially inclusive using a

“whole systems” approach with 100% renewable heat.

• Marketing & Comms: Ensuring the district has a recognisable identity and consistent

messaging that aligns to the Glasgow Business Narrative and Climate Action Plan.

Strategy and Activities Undertaken
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The Glasgow City Innovation District has emerged as the key component of the Place

and has been quoted in the recent UK Research and Development Roadmap as an

exemplar Innovation Ecosystem which attracts significant numbers of companies and

organisations to support the creation of new start-ups and spin-outs. The District now

hosts four Scottish Funding Council Innovation Centres on its campus - Industrial

Biotechnology Innovation Centre, the Digital Health and Care Institute, Centre for

sensing, imaging and Internet of Things (CENSIS) and Datalab, the national centre for

Data Driven Innovation. Alongside these Innovation Centres, GCID is now the host site for

two of the UK National Measurement Organisations, the National Physical Laboratory

and the Laboratory of the Government Chemist. In collaboration with Fraunhofer

Geselschaft, the Fraunhofer – Germany’s leading Research and Technology

Organisation, is located within the district and is the UK’s only Fraunhofer Centre for

Applied Photonics. This is now one of the most successful UK organisations within the

district to attract Quantum research funding and is a core part of GCID’s “Quantum

Cluster”.

Outcomes and Impact

Innovation Districts – The Catalyst for Inclusive Entrepreneurship
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The key outcome and impact from bringing many organisations together at “innovation

eco-system” level is to be able to properly address the place agenda, working to

change the competitiveness of our industry and creating economic impact in our cities

and regions. Glasgow City Innovation District in the centre of Glasgow now provides the

physical location for research and innovation organisations, the University of Strathclyde

and industrial partners. Amongst the District, the University of Strathclyde has been

instrumental in driving the benefits of strong collaboration between industry and

academia, investing more than £150M in the pioneering Technology Innovation Centre

including the neighbouring Inovo building, thus enabling co-location of business and

research groups. This environment has brought new jobs, inward investment and

organisations with Innovation at their core. Significant investment has also been made in

the creative sector with the UK independent Broadcaster Channel 4 locating their

Creative Hub in the District. By capitalising on the critical mass of leading industry

research, innovative companies and innovation support organisations, the District is

delivering benefits to companies, the community and the economy.

©Lexus
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Recognising that across nations and regions, tech start-ups and SMEs locate centrally

within a city, as well as recognising the significant investment behind Scotland’s first

Innovation District, the District has combined a critical mass of innovative research,

talent and a strong pipeline of investable opportunities with well-developed

entrepreneurial support including state-of-the-art facilities. The District has now created

an ecosystem and track record of building successful businesses which have delivered

real value and impact within a short timeframe. Creating this impact has required strong

stakeholder management with equal commitment to support amongst all stakeholders

towards the development and funding of the District. A primary challenge has been

raising awareness of the District’s purpose, and its services aimed at delivering national

and international reach. To achieve this, we identified and mapped out the range of

economic development organisations, trade associations, community groups and

national and regional governments who support the development of start-ups and spin-

outs emerging from the district. Through a structured engagement process, increased

recognition amongst the stakeholders has helped to communicate the values and

purpose of the support being offered. This collaborative engagement has helped

position the City of Glasgow as one of the UK’s fastest growing Cities for Innovation and

Entrepreneurship. This is evident in a recently published report from the Royal Academy

of Engineering and Beauhurst, which ranked the District’s Strathclyde University as one of

Scotland’s top Universities for spin-outs. One of the main success factors behind the

District becoming a leading region for Entrepreneurship is the consistent funding and

investment aligned towards supporting early-stage businesses. This was also recognised

in the same report where the University of Strathclyde was ranked as the fifteenth most

active investor into spinouts in the UK, having invested in 31 spinouts since 2011. Through

the alignment of purpose and value, the Innovation District has been able to accelerate

the impact of creativity and new ideas by crystallising an exciting, co-located

community of entrepreneurial companies, academia and corporates. It puts the right

infrastructure in place to help deliver social and economic impact to the local

community and wider economy and has led to students and entrepreneurs maximise

the opportunities to engage with local and international businesses which has delivered

prosperity and inclusive growth for the local community as well as the City of Glasgow

and the nation of Scotland.

Innovation Districts – The Catalyst for Inclusive Entrepreneurship

Lessons Learned
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Partnering to Develop University Research that Helps Farmers Protect Crops

Bayer Crop Science, one of the world’s leading innovators in crop science and pest

control, believes the world needs more innovation in agriculture. To support this mission,

Bayer devotes a significant portion of its $4.5B R&D budget to exploring new ideas

through open innovation. For example, Bayer’s Grants4Ag program provides financial

support for novel, early-stage scientific research. The program is one of the company's

primary avenues for scouting research partners for larger-scale follow-on funding. Since

Grants4Ag is a global program, Bayer required a simple, streamlined platform that

allowed their innovation team to review research ideas and communicate seamlessly

with university stakeholders, researchers, and internal R&D leadership. Furthermore, the

COVID-19 pandemic restricted traditional ways of building academic-industry

partnerships such as in-person meetings, conferences, and technology demo days. Halo

is a marketplace and network that connects scientists directly with companies for

research collaborations and funding opportunities through a simple request for proposal

(RFP) process. Since launching last January, over 2,000 scientists, start-ups and university

administrators from leading research institutions and accelerators across 65 countries

have created accounts on Halo. While the pace of innovation has increased

dramatically, strategies for sourcing innovation have changed very little. Halo’s

innovation platform centralizes, simplifies and accelerates the RFP process. The

standardized proposals allow sponsors to review more quickly, which cuts down waiting

time. Finally, it gives universities located outside innovation hubs equal footing when

presenting possible solutions to and forging partnerships with potential industry partners.

Bayer partnered with Halo to achieve several specific objectives. First, Bayer wished to

source a diverse cohort of researchers from universities and start-ups that were

developing novel AgTechs. Second, Bayer wished to utilize Halo’s platform as a central

hub for reviewing proposals and communicating with researchers and internal

leadership, without overloading inboxes. Bayer aimed to combine their global reach,

internal R&D domain expertise, and marketing outreach with Halo’s innovation platform

to identify and fund a cohort of talented researchers.

Background and Objectives
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Bayer worked with Halo developing the RFP, outreach, and promotional strategy to

leverage the expertise of both parties. Throughout the program, feedback from faculty,

university administrators, and start-ups was incorporated to address users’ needs. The

following section outlines several tactics that were implemented in close coordination

between Bayer and Halo.

RFP Development and User Testing

First, Bayer identified and drafted three RFPs around areas of strategic interest:

accelerating precision agriculture, reducing chemicals used in soil management, and

novel ways to fight crop pests while preserving biodiversity. Halo’s team then tested

each RFP with a group of advisors composed of professors and entrepreneurs to address

any common questions or concerns that applicants might have. After incorporating the

advisor's feedback, Halo then worked with Bayer to develop a strategic outreach plan

to identify qualified researchers.

Grants4Ag Marketing and Promotion

Bayer took an active role and promoted the three RFPs in partnership with Halo. To

launch the program, Bayer and Halo issued a press release announcing that Grants4Ag

applications were open and hosted on Halo. Following the press release, Halo and the

Bayer team coordinated social media posts to capitalize on the initial buzz and further

amplify awareness.

Strategy and Activities Undertaken

Partnering to Develop University Research that Helps Farmers Protect Crops
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Utilizing Webinars to Make Connections

Halo then produced three webinars to connect Bayer with researchers on a more

personal level, scheduling the events across three time zones to accommodate scientists

from the Americas, Europe and Asia. In the weeks leading up, Halo and the Bayer team

jointly promoted the webinars on social media. Halo shared the opportunities with its

network of university administrators who targeted the opportunities to their faculty

members and other colleagues who were not already aware of Halo, creating a

network effect.

Nearly 350 scientists from across the world attended the webinars to learn more about

Bayer and their Grans4Ag funding opportunities. During the events, Bayer’s innovation

leads, Dr. Phil Taylor and Dr. Alan Kriz, discussed the opportunities on Halo, connected

directly with potential applicants and answered questions about the program and the

RFPs.

Leveraging University Administrators to Target Faculty

One unique strategy that Halo and Bayer utilized was to specifically target outreach to

university administrators, such as corporate relations and technology transfer offices.

Administrators are intimately aware of cutting-edge research and thought leaders on

their campuses and the Grants4Ag program engaged these professionals early on. This

allowed university admins to target faculty on their campuses directly without sending

general mass emails.

Costs

Costs were nominal throughout the promotion and outreach plan. Bayer and Halo both

leveraged their individual networks and skill sets to reach and engage a worldwide

audience through press releases, social media, and webinars. Strategically engaging

university administrators also had no cost but led to the collection of a high number of

quality proposals.

©Lexus
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For the past five years, Bayer has run its Grants4Ag program through its own portal. Last

year, Bayer received around 80 proposals from fewer than 20 countries for the program.

Hoping to reach more scientists through Halo’s global network, Dr. Taylor and Dr. Kriz set

a stretch goal of 250 proposals. By the deadline, Bayer had received more than 600

proposals (8x more than the previous years) from almost 40 countries.

Bayer ultimately funded 24 projects with approximately 10,000 euros each, and

connected with hundreds of scientists outside its already expansive international

network. Using Halo’s networking tools, Dr. Taylor and Dr. Kriz can now track the progress

of the scientists who submitted proposals and pull from an even deeper talent pool for

future Bayer projects. The connections made on Halo are not a one-time only

relationship. In addition to potential follow-on funding, all researchers who submitted

are now connected to Bayer, allowing Bayer to monitor new developments, such as

publications, posters, or new patents. Likewise, researchers can follow Bayer and be

updated when new funding opportunities are posted or new innovation programs are

launched.

To summarize, by using Halo’s innovation platform, Bayer was able to achieve the

following outcomes:

• Received more than 600 proposals from 40 countries

• Funded 24 researchers at 10,000 euros each

• Received 8x more proposals than previous years

• Built long-lasting connections with hundred of scientists worldwide

Outcomes and Impact

Partnering to Develop University Research that Helps Farmers Protect Crops
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Bayer’s main challenge at the onset of the 2020 Grants4Ag program was twofold; how

to receive more diverse proposals, and how to manage them more effectively. Halo

had a challenge of its own, How can the platform help university admins track their

faculty’s proposals and the statuses of those proposals more efficiently? Prior and during

the Bayer partnership, Halo would reach out manually with updates on faculty proposal

status to university administrators, but quickly learned this wasn’t practical after receiving

613 proposals for Bayer’s Grants4Ag program.

This led to the creation of a new university dashboard. On Halo’s University Dashboard,

university administrators can invite faculty to industry funding opportunities, track the

status of faculty proposals in real time, see faculty members and colleagues on Halo,

and connect faculty to industry opportunities. This dashboard allows administrators to

monitor corporate engagement with their faculty in real time, eliminating many of the

last minute surprises that often occur with corporate funding and contracting.

Overall, this partnership model can be implemented by other corporations looking for

new technologies to bring to market. It is sector agnostic and can be used to source

innovation and partner with researchers from universities of all sizes. It is scalable, and

utilizes many low-cost resources such as webinars and targeted outreach that can be

easily replicated.

Outcomes and Impact
©MCPHS University
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University of Girona – Sectoral Hub Program Strategy
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During the past few years, there has been a paradigm shift in the knowledge transfer

strategies implemented by universities worldwide: universities need to become more

proactive and respond more efficiently to the needs of the regions in which they are

located. In other words, there is a change towards a “needs-driven” or “market-driven”

approach. The academia must reach the territory and vice versa; a public university

must engage with the community that supports it. The aim of this case study is to present

how the University of Girona (UdG) is achieving this change by actively promoting the

nexus between research and the needs of the sector. It does so on the basis of involving

the so-called quadruple-helix (academia, private sector, government and civil society)

within the framework of a smart specialization strategy. In 2015, the UdG created its own

strategy and deployed the Sectoral Hubs Program according to the smart specialisation

strategy (RIS3CAT) promoted by the regional government of Catalonia. Hence, in order

to develop such mission, internal capacities within the University of Girona along with

external potential in the productive sectors and civil society of the surrounding territory

were taken into consideration. The resulting sectoral innovative ecosystems, referred to

as Sectoral Hubs, were Health, Robotics, Food and Gastronomy, Water, Social Cohesion

and Commitment, Composites, Cultural and Natural Heritage, Tourism, Corporate

Communication, and Industrial Innovation. The Sectoral Hubs require certain structures

and tools to ensure their long-term sustainability, and mostly to guarantee the

relationship with the immediate territory via co-creating actions, executing projects, or

detecting needs. Taking the quadruple helix layout as a suitable structure, the UdG has

envisioned the relationship with its immediate surroundings and with the University itself

by positioning its research groups, the Research Cluster, at the core of the program.

When it comes to design and addressing each Sectoral Hub’s content and actions, the

program relies on the expertise of a Scientific Director who is a prominent UdG

researcher. The Sectoral Stakeholder Group represents the socio-economic sectors that

relate and correspond to those needs expressed by the external ecosystem. It is involved

and actively participates in the activities organized by the Sectoral Hub program. In

addition, a selected group of experts, the Sectoral Advisory Council, acts as a

counselling assembly and supervises the direction taken by each sectoral hub and the

program as a whole. Finally, a Technical Facilitator is in charge of the implementation of

the entire process, the achievement of the knowledge transfer objectives and the

“market-driven” goals. The Vice-Rector of Strategic Projects, who is assisted by the

Executive Director of the Sectoral Hubs Program, supervises all the Sectoral Hubs. In

summary, the main aim of this Sectoral Hubs Program is to proactively facilitate the

relationship of the UdG with companies and institutions in order to:

• Foster knowledge and technology transfer;

• Connect the UdG with the socioeconomic sectors;

• Promote innovative ecosystems.

Due to the Sectoral Hubs Program’s nature as facilitator and generator of liaisons with

the territory, the program has incremented its recognition as a pro-active member within

the ecosystem.

Background and Objectives
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The existing strategy behind the Sectoral Hubs Program responds to the need of acting

as a motor that leads and promotes the quadruple helix perspective amid the territory.

Such linkage targets at providing visibility to local projects, offers guidance to companies

to navigate through the UdG’s complex system, focusses research towards external

needs, and performs as a nexus among the territory. The activities promoted in order to

reach this strategic objective are:

1. Multidisciplinary approach to R&D

The Research Cluster (RC) includes researchers from specific research fields covering an

array of different research groups within the University of Girona. Following the strategic

objective of giving response to detected needs beyond the University boundaries, the

Sectoral Hubs promote an interdisciplinary approach to the identified challenges.

SINGLE-USE PLASTIC BRIEFING: As an example, in response to a call by The European

Commission to diagnose the use of Single Use Plastic within the tourism industry, the

Sectoral Hubs promoted a multidisciplinary approach by involving researchers from the

hubs of tourism, water and composites. Consequently, the study covered the whole

value chain of single-use plastics in the touristic sector and provided best practices

recommendations to better characterize and reduce environmental impacts, rather

than just mapping the use intensity and scope of single-use plastics.

2. Addressing Innovation through co-creation activities and tools

The Sectoral Stakeholder Group (SSG) encompasses the most representative and active

businesses, institutions and social stakeholders of the region (and sometimes beyond). In

order to promote innovation in the socioeconomic sectors, there is the need of a

continuous dialogue, debate and interaction between all actors of the quadruple helix.

That means to promote stakeholder’s engagement from the very beginning of each

process, in order to be able to catch end-users’ needs, as well as to drive new research

focus and fields.

RACISM(S): It consisted of a series of workshops designed to debate about existent and

required policies regarding racism. Sensitive agents on this topic were invited, first-hand

stories were shared and discussed, and a roadmap was established for further actions

regarding the identification of bad practices, gaps, needs, and steps to take on that

topic.

Strategy and Activities Undertaken
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3. Regional economic growth through strategic collaborative projects

The key tool to strengthen the collaboration between the University and the economic

sectors in order to boost regional economic growth, is the promotion of collaborative

projects based on strong consortia constructed and identified following the

abovementioned strategies. The goals are to:

• Promote knowledge transfer between the researchers of the innovative ecosystems and

the related social and economic agents;

• Enhance networking and organization of sectoral meetings and workshops;

• Disseminate information on events, news, good practices, innovations and opportunities
that can encourage knowledge transfer, replicability and scalability;

• Economic development of the 4-helix agents by implementing meaningful projects for
the University and the territory.

SPECIALIZATION AND TERRITORIAL COMPETITIVENESS PROJECTS (PECTs) are the

materialization of multiple strategies for the transformation of the territory through the

implementation of technology and innovation and the improvement of competitiveness,

while solving territorial needs. The UdG participates in these projects providing knowledge,

infrastructures and expertise leaders on specific sectors.

©Lexus
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The following list summarizes the numbers of the specific outcomes and deliverables

achieved by the Sectoral Hubs Program during the period 2018-2020. The numbers

represent people involved in the program, as well as interactions performed at local,

national or international scale:

• 132 Sectoral Advisory Council members

• 291 Companies and institutions (Sectoral Groups)

• 132 Research groups (Research Clusters)

• 682 Researchers (Research Clusters)

• Presence in 15 national or international networks

• 27 local or international events

• 16 seminars organized

• 290 interactions with local or international agents

• 11 projects applied (8 granted)

The impacts that the program had on the Innovative ecosystem stakeholders are as

follows:

Research & Development

• Collaboration in research projects: support researchers and institutions to participate

in national and international research programs.

• Reports and studies: active involvement with evaluating sectoral requests.

• Support to final bachelor and master projects: connect sectoral needs with students

of all sort of academic degrees.

• Development of innovative technologies: offer university facilities and infrastructures

to companies.

Partnership

• Strategic alliances: co-creation as a method to interact, foster networking and

develop strategic projects.

• Knowledge transfer: from academia to stakeholders.

• Agreements, sponsorships and patronage: ease the collaboration between

institutions.

Talent

• Student internships: promotion and involvement of students’ careers.

• Recruitment of industrial doctoral students: satisfy sectoral needs through academia

interests.

• Customized training: organize workshops, lectures and conferences to deepen on

certain topics according to stakeholders’ requests.

Outcomes and Impact

University of Girona – Sectoral Hub Program Strategy
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Five years after the Sectoral Hubs Program creation, many initiatives, projects and

relationships have emerged thanks to the linking role developed by this organism.

Moreover, the fact that the Sectoral Hubs are located in the University of Girona itself

clearly facilitates knowledge transfer. An important issue to highlight and to be proud of

relates to the achievement of profitable relationships between different agents from the

region. The Sectoral Hubs Program has been able to strengthen the connection between

ecosystem agents as well as helped to invigorate and advance in finding solutions for

communal issues when those were required. We are perceived as a revitalisation

structure to initiate and lead proposals. That rapport lead to firm and prevailing impacts,

thanks also to the fact of debating and following up together the concerns and ideas

from the very beginning. As previously mentioned, the Sectoral Hubs Program covers

different areas (Health, Robotics, Food and Gastronomy, Water, Social Cohesion and

Commitment, Composites, Cultural and Natural Heritage, Tourism and Corporate

Communication) besides a horizontal hub on innovation and technology. This

multidisciplinary and transversal perspective is crucial in order to meet complex

challenges. The Sectoral Hubs gained strength by not using a single perspective when

facing challenges, but dissecting problems using a variety of tools and offering a vast

array of visions. One of our major lessons learned is not to tackle a problem by

considering a single answer when multiple suitable choices are available, often leading

to encouraging outcomes and synergies. Nevertheless, pairing the interests of the

academic community with the sector needs is always challenging and influenced by

their particular rhythms, priorities and programs. The better the network, the better the

needs can be duly transferred to the right agents at the right time and converted into

projects. In addition, and since the Sectoral Hubs Program is new in the university

structure, it takes time to define and outline its responsibilities, tasks and mechanisms.

Despite this permanent work in progress is inherent in the Sectoral Hub Program, it must

dwell on it. It is worth noting that the Sectoral Hubs team (i.e., technical facilitators and

scientific directors) has learned how to be resilient and adapt to unexpected changes,

including the COVID-19 crisis. During the past months, the team has reinvented its role

and tasks by improving and tightening relationships online with researchers and by

virtually incrementing the presence and impact at the international scale. Therefore, the

team has gained incidence and confidence in its mission of growing and being part of a

larger community and ecosystem. Finally, and due to the character of being a

connecting entity, the Sectoral Hubs play an important role in broadcasting the results,

promoting ideas and disseminating information researchers and other agents provide.

The different social media channels run by the Sectoral Hubs may be better positioned

and had a bigger audience than those managed by single or smaller research groups

and entities. Moreover, the Sectoral Hub Program aims at targeting to specific audiences,

thus incrementing the chances of delivering the message to the right person or group.

Overall, the most important learning is that being and acting as a strongly united and

coordinated team has become the most valuable asset.

Lessons Learned
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University-Industry Joint Labs: 2 Experiences
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The University of Bologna, the oldest university in the Western world, is based in five

campuses, and offers a wide and diversified teaching catalogue and research portfolio:

200+ degree programmes among its 33 Research Departments and 11 Schools offered

to 81,000+ students, 5,000+ PhDs and 3rd cycle graduates and 6,000+ staff. It is located

at the centre of the Emilia Romagna Region, one of the “Top Regions of the Future”

(source: Financial Times) and among the 15 richest regions in Europe (1st Italian region

for “per capita” export, 1st Italian region for European patents, 11 centres for Innovation

and Tech transfer, 23.000 researchers, one business every 10 inhabitants). University-

industry collaboration strategy has consolidated and many new programmes and

initiatives have been launched in recent years, such as the two mentioned case studies

of University-Industry Joint Research and Innovation Labs. Common objectives and

collaboration plans have been discussed, negotiated and included in a multi-annual

Framework Collaboration Agreement and in both cases, companies decided to set up

a joint lab facility as operational tool to generate innovative solutions and create a

stronger research and contamination environment. In the two case studies, the primary

objectives are to: consolidate research and innovation collaboration by sharing

resources, spaces, human capital and investments; jointly participate on common

projects in order to stimulate new research ideas and technological solutions;

consolidate institutional relations in order to better represent the sector needs and

outputs toward decision making bodies, regional and national governing entities; create

incentives toward talent acquisition and boost student and research fellows

employability; further develop an entrepreneurial mindset amongst academic staff.

Background and Objectives
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Unibo-FEV Green Mobility Research Lab

The strategic plan has been set up starting from industry inputs on needs and aims, analysis

of space, equipment and know-how available, and human and financial resources needed.

Highly important was the catalyser role of the University-Industry Collaboration Unit, able to

speed up university processes and maintain an open confrontation with industry. The

University offered the solution to share research premises with the company and host the lab

within the Engineering campus.

During the first meetings, industry detailed the research priority areas and defined a students

and research staff involvement plan. At a later stage, long lasting negotiations took place of

legal frameworks and insurance, and financial and IP issues due to different legal set ups of

public versus private entity. FEV decided to invest a lot of financial resources from the start,

including young research fellows and shared research equipment (owned by the 2 parties).

• Industry partner: FEV: leader in automotive engineering services (started from a spin-out

company of the Technical University of Aachen, is now an international company), active

since early 2019;

• Focus areas: sustainable mobility and automotive engineering, predictive driving and

energy consumption reduction; open to academic staff, young research fellows and

students (graduates and undergraduates) beside research and technical company staff;

• Premises: within the University Engineering Campus in Bologna.

Strategy and Activities Undertaken

University-Industry Joint Labs: 2 Experiences
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SACMI-UNIBO JL

The strategic plan has been set up in 2012 (before the University-Industry

Collaboration Unit was established), starting from discussions among some

university researchers (at Department and not University level) and industry

technical staff, already collaborating since years in several research and

innovation projects. SACMI confirmed the intention to pull resources in terms of

space, and industrial equipment and the University matched with machinery

and instruments for testing, measurements and analytics, funded through

successful application to regional funding for research equipment (over 600K€).

In recent years, the UBC unit took the lead of the Joint Lab University-Industry

Cooperation Agreement renewal as a major item of the University-Industry

Framework Collaboration Agreement. After recent discussions and analysis of

present and future industry needs, based on the past collaboration experience,

the new Agreement has been negotiated (this time) at university level to help

manage and invest on future cooperation, focussing on opening up to newer

research structures and broadening the scope of collaboration to diverse

initiatives and tools.

• Industry partner: SACMI: global payer in industrial plant engineering and

machines for ceramics, materials, packaging, food and beverage and some

other business areas. It is a medium-sized group, including different

companies and several production plants, active since 2012;

• Focus areas: machinery and industrial production plants applied to several

sectors; open to academic staff, young research fellows and students

(graduates and undergraduates) beside research and technical company

staff, but also local SMEs and other regional industrial partners;

• Premises: within one of the company production plants in Imola.

©Lexus
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Unibo-FEV Green Mobility Research Lab Main Outcomes:

• Industry funding for some PhD research fellowships and several industry-led case

studies delivered by engineering students;

• Several joint research projects (including applications to competitive funding schemes,

such as regional, national and EU programmes) on common research issues, on

industry-based innovation needs and on solution-led open themes contracted

research involving more staff with a multi-disciplinary approach;

• A significant increase of funding for research by industry in 2018 (2017: €10.000 2018:

€83.000), during the Lab set-up phase and right after the negotiation of the University-

Industry Framework Collaboration Agreement (VS 2017 and previous years), proving a

stronger and successful collaboration approach;

• Collaboration and relationships developed and fortified by setting up the laboratory

and pulling together human and financial resources, boosted investment on the

industry side and capability attraction on the university side.

Outcomes and Impact

University-Industry Joint Labs: 2 Experiences
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SACMI-UNIBO Lab4Pack Main Outcomes:

• Industry funding for junior research fellowships with a constant flow of contracted

research projects over the years. As an example, nearly €570.000 research investment

was received in three years (since 2018) with shared use of industrial equipment and

packaging instruments that were not available within university research labs;

• Increase of student internship and thesis development opportunities at the Joint Lab.

As an example, over 70 student internships were established from 2018 to 2020.

Impacts could be summarized as:

• Benefits for students: access to industrial know-how, access to new equipment and

instruments, improvement of soft skills, and first contact with future employers;

• Benefits for senior researchers: access to industrial machinery and instruments,

research with higher TRL, testing of research solutions on industrial plants, and

development of an entrepreneurial mindset.

• Benefits for industry and other industrial stakeholders: contacts with students and

young research fellows, talent acquisition and improvement of employability, and

contamination of ideas and innovative solutions.

• Benefits for the organisation as a whole: a long-lasting research collaboration

approach has been developed, both at institutional and at operational level,

consolidating trust and opening to new collaboration tools for both university and

industry (long-term impact).

• Disadvantages for senior researchers: low access rates, especially with reference to

the SACMI-UNIBO Lab4Pack, since the lab is not situated on campus but hosted by

the company.

• Disadvantages for industry and other industrial stakeholders: in the long term, low

access rates, if premises are not close to the industry headquarter.

©Lexus
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The main challenges have been:

• Long lasting Unibo-FEV Green Mobility Research Lab set up phase, due to

bureaucracy, especially on the university side (difficult to explain to industry);

• Convincing senior research staff to access the SACMI-UNIBO Lab4Pack regularly, since

the lab is not situated on campus or easy to access by public transport;

• Time-consuming phase in negotiating and defining legal and IP issues on know-how; in

some IP items the university approach, as public funded body and open to

multilateral collaborations channels, is opposite to the private-based industry

approach;

• Hard negotiation process in order to find common agreements on shared objectives:

in some cases industry interests go beyond the sole university collaboration and would

exploit results and innovative solutions directly with third parties, regardless of IP

regulation;

• At industry level, some company branches may feel to have a research branch

outside and separated from internal R&D, causing less coordination with other

company internal units. In both cases, some key factors have been: the already

existing and trustful relationships among academic staff (university), medium-

management and technical staff (industry);

• The willingness to start and cooperate in research and innovation activities was the

objective after many years of pre-existing collaboration;

• High interest demonstrated by students, enthusiastic when participating to industrial-

led initiatives;

• Senior management commitment from the start and financial readiness;

• Strong academic reputation of the University of Bologna as a whole: 33 Research

Departments and a University-Industry Collaboration Unit, excellent scientific level and

international approach, and a multi-disciplinary and strong regional presence;

• Strong market reputation of the two industrial partners: able to overcome initial

barriers and transform the idea into a real and live project.

Lessons Learned

University-Industry Joint Labs: 2 Experiences
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The UWE Team Academy is the home of the Team Entrepreneurship degree programme

within Bristol Business School. Since it was launched in 2013, UWE’s Team Entrepreneurship

programme has been recognised as a leading example of the “Team Academy”

methodology in the UK. This year we launched a fully redesigned programme and

assessment structure – the new design remains true to the radical origins of the

programme but builds both on our own “learning from doing” and on relevant

frameworks for enterprise education that did not exist when we launched the original

programme.

The pioneering Team Academy model of learning established in Finland in the 1990s.

Aimed at self-driven individuals who want to learn by doing, the Team Academy model

adopts a radical practice-led, self-managed, team-based and enterprise-oriented

approach to education.

The UWE course allows and requires our students (known as “Team Entrepreneurs”) to

manage their own learning (just as all entrepreneurs need to do). As members of the

UWE Team Academy, the Team Entrepreneurs form a learning community of up to 180

individuals across three years (we limit intake to 60 per year) in an open-plan office

environment or “Hub”. They work with others in real-life ventures and challenges.

Outcomes and Impact

Updating the Team Academy Model: Results of the Redesign of the UWE 
Team Entrepreneurship Programme
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Team Entrepreneurs’ learning is facilitated within self-organised “Team Companies” of

up to 20 individuals in each. The Team Companies run their own training sessions, with

the support of an experienced Team Coach, and develop their enterprising and

entrepreneurial skills through hands-on experience, including setting up their own

ventures and working on real-world challenges for external organisations. The new

programme design was co-created by staff and Team Entrepreneurs.

The new design reflects a significant revision to the programme, including changes to

modular structures, programme learning outcomes and assessment strategy. The aim

was to:

• Provide a simpler and more communicable structure that enhances student

experience within a distinctly “practice-led” and “enterprise-oriented” programme;

• Build on competency frameworks for enterprise and entrepreneurship developed by

QAA, EntreComp, and the UWE’s Enterprise Skills Competency Framework;

• Develop an underlying model for Team Entrepreneurship that can be tailored for use

in other contexts (in other UWE faculties, other HEIs, and in other educational and

professional contexts).

The revised structure supports the implementation of pedagogies and assessment

strategies that include:

• Experiential “Learning by Doing” as the primary mode of learning;

• Team Companies as the primary environment for managing and sharing learning;

• Learning Contracts, agreed and reviewed with Team Companies, as the primary tool

for setting learning goals and monitoring achievement;

• “Team Coaches” (rather than “lecturers/teachers”) as the primary resource for

learning support for Team Companies and their members;

• Enterprising and entrepreneurial competencies, including within the areas of Self-

Management (Individual), Working with Others (Team) and developing value

(Venture), as the primary basis for assessment.

We believe that the new programme design has resulted in a significant improvement in

student experience and represents a step forward for the UWE Team Academy as it

moves towards its vision of being a model for practice-led, self-managed, team-based,

enterprise-orientated learning.
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The Case for a Design Review

When staff and students from the programme reviewed the existing programme design

we came to the conclusion that, while the underlying model remains relevant, we were

failing to implement the model in an optimal manner due to several factors including:

• Experiential “Learning by Doing” was not sufficiently central within the assessment

strategy;

• Key Team Academy processes, such as the role of the “Team Company” and the

“Learning Contract” were insufficiently rewarded within the assessment strategy;

• Learning Outcomes focused on “Knowledge and Understanding” (I know about …)

rather than enterprising and entrepreneurial “competencies” (I can do …, I can

create and develop … etc.). The previous Learning Outcomes were written before

the frameworks for enterprising and entrepreneurial competencies developed by

bodies such as the QAA and EntreComp;

• The modular structure was complex and incorporated too many assessment

components which did not all support learning and development, and may, as a

whole, impede self-directed learning.

©Stedebouw Architectuur
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Towards a new Modular Structure and Assessment Strategy

The following principles that any new structure should incorporate were identified:

• Support for self-managed and team-based learning;

• Primary focus on the assessment of competencies, secondary focus on the

assessment of knowledge and understanding;

• Recognition that experiential learning is iterative, circular and “spiral” in nature, rather

than linear;

• Recognition of the key importance of the Team Company and the Learning Contract.

A new integrated structure for the programme was designed which built on many of the

core processes already implemented within the programme:

• The Team Company, owned and run by its members and supported by a Team

Coach, acts as a Learning Organisation where Team Entrepreneurs receive feedback

and peer review/assessment which supports, challenges and validates their learning;

• Self-Leadership requires and enables Team Entrepreneurs to own, agree, monitor and

evaluate their own programme of learning and development encapsulated within a

Learning Contract negotiated and agreed with the Team Company;

• Learning by Doing enables Team Entrepreneurs to evidence their enterprising and

entrepreneurial competencies;

• Learning from Others enables Team Entrepreneurs to undertake research to explore

and evaluate the knowledge and understanding of others.

These processes are supported by a Competency Framework, which identifies relevant

enterprising and entrepreneurial competencies for each stage of the Programme.

The interconnected nature of the new design outlined above is important. Each

element builds on the other components, with the Team Company acting as the

learning organisation which leads, manages and facilitates learning within the overall

structure of the programme.

Another significant change to the operation of the programme relates to the range of

Learning Activities that are provided and undertaken. In the old design, each Learning

Activity stood as a separately assessed element. In the new design, these activities

continued to be developed and provided, but these now take the form of optional

activities that will help Team Entrepreneurs to evidence their learning and development.

Each Team Company works with others in its year group, and with linked teams in other

years to form a buddy group, to form the UWE Team Academy, which in turn has links to

other Team Academies within the UK and Internationally. These links enable Team

Entrepreneurs to develop competence and understanding of inter-team relationships

and international perspectives.
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Modular Structure

These processes were then incorporated within a new modular and assessment structure

for the Programme. This incorporates four “strands” that run through the three years of

the programme. Each strand contains a 30-credit module in each year:

• Team Company

• Self-Leadership

• Learning by Doing

• Learning from Others

©Lexus
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The redesigned Team Entrepreneurship programme at UWE provides an updated

application of the Team Academy model contextualised to the UK Higher Education

environment and to current approaches to enterprise and entrepreneurship education.

Outputs in terms of student satisfaction and graduate employability demonstrate that

the programme continues to deliver exceptional results.

The new design retains the practice-led, enterprise-orientated, self-managed and team-

based principles of our Team Academy, but delivers the Programme in a more

streamlined, communicable and effective manner.

The new design also builds on frameworks for best-practice in enterprise education,

many of which did not exist when we first launched the Programme back in 2013, such as

the UWE’s Enterprise Skills Competency Framework, the QAA’s “Enterprise and

Entrepreneurship Education: Guidance for UK Higher Education Providers” (2018) and the

European Commission’s “EntreComp: The Entrepreneurship Competence Framework”

(2016).

Of course, like all programmes, we have been challenged to deliver within the

constraints of our new socially distanced environment. But, by making innovative use of

Microsoft Teams and related technologies, we think we have worked as a learning

community and are really happy with the new programme design, which has helped us

adapt to the new world.

The “aggressively practice-led” nature of the new design supports and enables strong

engagement with the business community.

• Our relationship with the NatWest Bristol Entrepreneur Accelerator, now in its fifth year,

has flourished with an even more successful joint “bootcamp” being held this year.

• Our valued team of experienced practitioner Mentors in Residence (MiR) continues to

flourish and grow, with each Team Company now having timetabled reviews with an

allocated external mentor to support and challenge the implementation of their team

strategies.

• This year we have complemented MiR scheme with a new Alumni in Residence (AiR)

scheme, where our Alumni Network provides input and support to our current Team

Entrepreneurs.

• Another new project this year was the Global Business Challenge. Working with five

other universities from the UK, Ecuador, the USA and Finland we co-created a 3-month

challenge for students working in cross-cultural teams to solve real problems for real

businesses in different countries. 13 of our Team Entrepreneurs took part, supported by

two of our Team Coaches. It was such a success that we are now getting ready to

launch a second “challenge” this year with an extended international network.

Outcomes and Impact
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• Another great success this year was the Clients Project initiative. Project teams

comprising Team Entrepreneurs from all three years and led by our Level 3s worked to

solve challenges for six different external ventures, businesses and charities.

As a visiting senior executive from one of the Big Four consultancies said: “Your programme

does what we do … sit in circles and solve problems. We do not sit in rows and get told

what the answer is!”. Another area impacted by the new programme design is that of

“diversity”. In addition, we have launched a new Diversity Project involving Team Coaches

and Team Entrepreneurs working together to explore levels of diversity within the

Programme and to address the Awarding Gaps that exist. The project is at an early stage,

but we have identified that our programme attracts high numbers of students who do not

consider themselves suited to a traditional degree programme. We believe that our new

programme design will enable those who prefer to “learn by doing” to find appropriate

ways to learn and evidence their true ability.
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It is possible to deliver a radical programme that enables students to engage in practice-

led, self-managed, team-based, enterprise-orientated learning.

The new programme design enables students to develop the ability to:

• Manage their own learning and development;

• Work constructively with others in a range of roles;

• Create and engage in projects and ventures that generate both learning for self and

value for others;

• Create, run and develop a core “Team Company” as a learning organisation that

supports the learning of self and others;

• Foster an entrepreneurial/enterprising mindset underpinned by a critical

understanding of the fields of enterprise and entrepreneurship.

The outcomes that can be achieved include the ability to

• Identify, create, evaluate and exploit enterprising and entrepreneurial ideas and

opportunities;

• Mobilise self toward self-defined, agreed and required goals;

• Support, enable, lead and mobilise others to achieve their goals;

• Create, contribute to and develop effective ventures and teams;

• Identify, critically evaluate and apply appropriate theories, models, frameworks and

methodologies relating to the discipline of enterprise and entrepreneurship;

• Demonstrate informed personal perspectives relating to professional ethics such as

impact, inclusivity, risk, sustainability and equity.

Lessons Learned
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